a mechanism shared with other mammals, or a wider set of vertebrates.
The other possibility is that Panzee's abilities reflect the importance of early experience in cognitive capabilities. It has long been known that early experience plays a crucial role in neural development and wiring, and the existence of brain regions specialized for reading and writing suggests that neural 'modules' in the adult brain may result from individual experience rather than specific evolved adaptations [18, 19] . Thus, it remains possible that other adult chimpanzees or mammals, without a rich and consistent exposure to human speech, might fail where Panzee succeeded. This suggests the intriguing possibility that widely different animal species might share the same 'neural developmental toolkit', allowing them to develop neural mechanisms specialized for common tasks epigenetically, rather than relying on the much slower process of evolution by natural selection. Of course, similar experiments on a much wider variety of species will be required before reaching any such sweeping conclusions, but the new data from Heimbauer et al. [2] Seed Dispersal: Same Gene, Different Organs A single nucleotide change in a conserved promoter element is responsible for both human-selected retention of rice grains on pedicels and for naturally selected differences in dehiscence-associated fruit structures in mustards.
Charles S. Gasser* and Marissa K. Simon
Humans have selected rice plants with superior grain retention due to reduced breakage of the flower stem (pedicel). This change was found to result from a single base change in a regulatory element of a gene encoding a transcription factor [1] , an ortholog of a gene also associated with seed dispersal in the mustard Arabidopsis [2] . However, this gene affects this process in the two species through alterations in completely different plant structures -pedicels in rice, and fruits in Arabidopsis [1, 2] . In this issue of Current Biology, researchers now show that the single nucleotide alteration selected by human breeders in a regulatory element of this gene in rice is also responsible for differences in seed dispersal structures produced by natural selection on mustard species [3] . A key ability of higher plants is their capacity to selectively shed organs or parts of organs during development and reproduction. People in temperate climates are universally aware of the fall of leaves from deciduous trees during autumn. Of less common knowledge, but of equal importance to the plant, is the selective shedding of reproductive structures. Both sets of events are mediated by the process of abscission, wherein programmed cell death produces a weakened 'abscission zone' that enables the separation.
Seed dispersal sometimes occurs by the simple process of abscission between a reproductive structure and the remainder of the plant. This is seen, for example, in rice [1] and tomato [4] , where whole fruits separate from the plant at abscission zones in the pedicel, dropping a fruit with a single seed (rice) or many seeds (tomato), to the receptive ground below ( Figure 1A,B) . While beneficial to the wild plant, this process does not suit some human uses. Seeds shed by rice, referred to as 'seed shatter', cannot be harvested. Several millennia ago, rice growers selected for plants with reduced seed shatter allowing for superior harvest [1] . Reduced shatter has been shown to result from the change of a single base in a conserved regulatory element in the promoter region of the qSH1 gene [1] . In wild-type tomato, abscission leaves the sepals and pedicel attached to the harvested fruit, which is undesirable for tomatoes for processing. Agronomists identified a tomato mutant, jointless, that eliminates this abscission zone, allowing the fruit to be removed while the sepals and pedicel remain attached to the vine [4] .
Abscission for seed dissemination can also be more elaborate. Dehiscence zones in plants like Arabidopsis are complex and delineate specific 'valve' regions of the fruit from a central 'replum' from which they separate to expose the seeds for dispersal ( Figure 1C) . Differentiation of cells within or near the replum produces mechanical forces during fruit drying, forcibly separating the valves and launching the seeds from the plant [5] . Studies of mutants in which the abscission zone and/or replum and associated tissues are reduced or eliminated have allowed for the characterization of half a dozen genes that regulate formation of these structures [6] . Natural selection has acted on this process to produce structural variations among the Brassicaceae (the family of which Arabidopsis is a member) that alter the timing and properties of dehiscence [6, 7] . In particular, the replum region is nearly absent in most species of Brassica [7] , as also seen in the replumless mutant of Arabidopsis [2] .
Despite the striking similarity of associated phenotypic effects, tomato JOINTLESS and rice qSH1 encode unrelated proteins from the MADS and homeodomain families, respectively. The qSH1 gene is, however, orthologous to Arabidopsis REPLUMLESS. This is surprising given that the absence of qSH1 expression leads to an absence of the pedicel abscission zone in rice [1] , but loss of REPLUMLESS function in Arabidopsis leads only to narrowing of the replum without affecting the flanking abscission zones [2] . Now Arnaud et al. [3] show an even more striking correlation between rice qSH1 and Arabidopsis REPLUMLESS. The near absence of a replum in Brassica, a close relative of Arabidopsis, suggested that alterations in function or expression of REPLUMLESS could be a cause of this naturally selected difference from Arabidopsis. Sequence analysis of Brassica and Arabidopsis REPLUMLESS showed that the promoters of both genes include an eight base region that aligns precisely with the regulatory element responsible for altered qSH1 expression in rice. Most significantly, the Arabidopsis sequence was identical to that of the shattering rice variety, but the Brassica sequence had a single base change at the same location found in the non-shattering rice varieties. The authors further demonstrated that this single base change was sufficient to produce a loss of expression of this gene in the replum, and a corresponding failure in replum expansion in Arabidopsis. The converse change in Brassica led to gene expression and replum expansion in this species. Analysis of a wild variety of Brassica showed that the reduced replum allele was present prior to human selection on this genus, indicating that natural selection for a change in a cis-acting regulatory element of REPLUMLESS to produce altered fruit structure correlates precisely with the human-selected change in qSH1 to reduce seed shatter. These are thus examples of a mutation/polymorphism in a regulatory sequence having a significant effect on a developmental process [8] . In the case of the REPLUMLESS/qSH1 genes, this mutation may have been the simplest available mechanism to achieve effects only on reproductive structures. In Arabidopsis, loss-of-function replumless mutants affect several aspects of vegetative growth in addition to reducing the replum [2, 9] . Arnaud et al. [3] demonstrate that an introduced Arabidopsis REPLUMLESS gene containing the Brassica version of the regulatory element rescues the vegetative phenotypes, but leaves the replum highly reduced [3] . Thus, a mutation in this element affects only the reproductive aspect of REPLUMLESS function. It is likely that qSH1 also has roles in rice development besides the promotion of pedicel abscission zone formation. Natural and human selection would have discarded complete loss-of-function mutants in these genes due to pleiotropic effects, leaving a change in a specific regulatory element as a preferred mechanism for producing the desired trait.
Although the above proposal explains the selection on such a regulatory element, the conservation of the element sequence and apparent function is at odds with the very different locations of expression observed to be altered in rice and Brassica. A possible explanation for this conundrum is the combinatorial nature of regulation of gene expression in higher eukaryotes [10] . It is likely that activation of a combination of elements is necessary to produce the highly specific expression patterns in each of the two species. The common feature of the expression patterns is that both species express the gene in the reproductive axis. Thus, it may be that the shared element responds to a factor specific to the reproductive axis and that other factors specify expression in the pedicel or replum. Loss of reproductive element function through the observed change is sufficient, however, to eliminate reproductive expression in both cases.
Examination of outgroups indicates that the active element was the ancestral state (consistent with its presence in the highly divergent rice and Arabidopsis species). The authors also examined a variety of species in the Brassicaceae and found, with one exception, that the inactive regulatory element correlated with a narrow replum, and appeared to have been selected a single time among the species examined. Absent from the study was a member of the Brassicaceae with extreme variation, such as Raphanus, where the dehiscence zone can be completely absent [11] . It will be interesting to see what single gene change or combination of gene changes was utilized in this profound change in seed dispersal strategy.
Overall, this represents a novel example of the apparent conservation of a regulatory element across a large segment of angiosperms, and an unusual congruence between effects of natural and human-driven selection. 
Laura Helming
The term inflammation describes a series of events evoked by the immune system in response to stimuli that are potentially harmful to the body, such as infection or injury. The inflammatory response is characterized by the rapid accumulation of immune cells and production of soluble mediators with the ultimate aim of protecting the organism from foreign invaders and initiating healing processes. During inflammation, macrophages -important phagocytic cells of the innate immune system -accumulate in large numbers within the affected tissue. This local accumulation of macrophages and other immune cells at the site of injury or infection is crucial for fighting off infections and restoring tissue homoeostasis. Macrophages not only phagocytose and kill infectious agents, but also clear dead cells and mediate
